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Jordi Colomer was born in Barcelona on February 23, 1962, soon after the excommunication of Fidel Castro by Pope John 

XXIII and shortly before the obscure death of Marilyn Monroe. During his childhood, mysterious fevers forced him to 

remain bedridden for an entire year. These fevers, which could only be alleviated by shots of adrenaline, would recur at 

each transitional period of his life. His attachment to this substance explained some of Colomer’s dangerous adolescent 

pastimes, such as illegal motorcycle races on the roads of Mount Tibidabo.   

In 1977, Colomer shared in the frenzy of Post-Francist Barcelona, participating in the famous “Jornadas libertarias” in 

Parc Güell. In 1980, he began attending classes at the School of Art and Design in Barcelona, an independent institution 

commonly called the “Bauhaus de Vallvidrera”, for the name of the neighbourhood where it was located. He took a seminar 

on the “scenography of parties”, and helped found the magazine Àrtics, while suffering once again from the hallucinatory 

fevers. Not long after, he enrolled in university in Art History and then changed to Architecture in 1983. Colomer was by 

then already a well-known figure of the night in the Teatro Maravillas and in the Avenida del Paralelo, where he was often 

seen in the company of the famous star Tania Doris.  

During this period of study, he employed the principle of communicating vases between sculpture, architecture, 

performance, photography and theatre. Ultimately, only artistic practices seemed to satisfy the diversity of his interests 

and, in 1986, he launched his first exhibition at Espai 10 of the Joan Mirò Foundation in Barcelona, entitled Prototips 

Ideals. In 1989, he travelled to Bulgaria, discovering the unrivalled splendours of the Boyana Studios. In 1991, he moved 

to Paris where he lived from now on, intermittently. During these years, marked by crucial discoveries, his research 

centred on the problematic relationship between photography and scale.     

In his exhibition in 1994 at Tinglado 2, in Tarragona, Jordi Colomer presented his first “portable” sculptures, hybrid 

works of the stage and architectural fragments. In 1994-95, he made an exhaustive study of German cinema between the 

two World Wars, discovering in Munich Karl Valentin’s work in film, which encouraged his use of video and left an important 

mark on his work thereafter. A bit later, in 1997, he presented his first video, Simo, at MACBA, followed soon after by 

Pianito (1999) and Les Jumelles (2000), each one being installed in a specific projection room.    

In parallel, Colomer worked as scenographer in plays by Beckett, Novarina, Ashley and Brossa. With Le Dortoir (2001), he 

completed his period of studio films and began the journey-works: Père Coco (2002), Anarchitekton (2002-04), Arabian 

Stars (2006), travelling across France, Brazil, Romania, Japan and Yemen. After surviving an attack of fever caused by a 
Lunfardo mosquito, he created his latest project in the Atacama desert in Chile, called En la pampa (2008). This work 

marks the beginning of a new era, whose form only the future can reveal. 
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